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Jubilee : Elaborated vision Syntra West 
 

Introduction 

Referring to our meeting in Valencia, we would like to give you a short summary of what has been discussed on 

Friday, regarding the vision of Syntra West on this project. 

We hope this vision will help filling possible gaps in the project regarding level, objective and coherence 

between the different work packages. 

Please feel free to comment or add to this document. As said before : Jubilee is a work in progress, and a work in 

progress needs input and reflection in order to become a valuable finished project at the end of our work. 

Definition 

In the Minutes of our meeting in Berlin, following definition of the Jubilee Guy was given: 

The " JUBILEE " guy must ensure monitoring mission , advice work and have to adjust the different 
actions of stakeholders of the building for high energy efficiency of buildings of any type ( under 
construction or renovation, residential or tertiary) and ensure the implementation of 
recommendations of the EPBD ( and their national formulations ). 
 
He plays a role as an interface between an architect or contractor (which usually is not an expert on 
energy issues ) and trades/practicians (?) of different specialities (plumbers, electricians, ...) who has 
not generally a complete view of the building project. 
He may be mandated by architect/contractor in general. He can be independent or employed by 
contractor company. 
 
The "JUBILEE" guy can - in its most ambitious definition - cover all the fields marked (the highest 
level:16 in the Jubilee project) but we could identify reduced fields cover the "JUBILEE" guy (for a 
lowest level) 
 
The responsibility of the "Jubilee" guy is to ensure (verify?) in particular that the definition of 
requirements and constraints, the choice of equipment and components, their implementation 
(installation, assembly, ...), the (plan of?) operation and maintenance are consistent with the energy 
efficiency target set by the EPBD and national translation. If necessary he has to identify possible 
conflicts between trades/practicians. He has to report to the building contractor.  
The complete definition of activities of "JUBILEE" are presented in the JUBILEE Funtions/Capacities 
GRID. 
 
The " JUBILEE " guy must be a prerequisite in the areas of " buildings" or " equipment for building" 
( work experience or training in the field ) and wants to expand its spectrum of expertise to a wider 
vision of the building by integrating imperative for energy efficiency.  
He is a man / woman with a strong sense of communication , a taste of fieldwork with a strong 
technical background (this is the role of training JUBILEE to provide this technical background ) . 
 
Recognition of the JUBILEE training can be done via a certificate (eg AIRE2 ) or national diplomas of 
adequate levels . 
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In preparation of our meeting in Valencia, at Syntra we have worked on the definition and ended up with the 

following one : 

The 'Jubilee Guy' (JB) is both involved in the building process from the very first step (idea / conception) to 
completion, as during the use phase of the building. In the first he is working on behalf of the client/builder 
(just as e.g. the architect). In the latter working commissioned by the building user/owner. 
JB coordinates and controls the energetic aspect

*
 of the building (a new construction or a renovation project ; 

both residential & non-residential buildings) throughout the entire process and with all the partners involved 
(e.g. owner, architect, construction engineer, technical engineer, contractor and subcontractors, EPB-reporter, 
…) 

*
 energetic aspect means : 

- Legislative framework (EPB, national law, …); 
- Technical possibilities of the building (protected building, renovation versus new 
construction, …); 
- Financial optimum for the owner; 

 
JB  can assess the impact of the individual components (materials, techniques, installations) on the E-level of 
the building as well as of all of the components combined. Next to this he is able to foresee the  impact of all on 
the structural and physical aspects of the building (e.g. humidity-problems, stability,...) 
 
JB consults with and directs experts in their own field to jointly achieve the intended E-level as well as the 
structural and physical optimum of the building (JB is not the expert himself) 
 
JB is in charge of the coordination and management of the energy efficiency of the finished building, once in 
use. 

 

After hearing the experts at the round-table that was organised by Antonio and his team, I feel that some more 

items should be added to this definition: 

- The communicative and social aspect of JB is also very important, not only his technical knowledge 

- JB is the one who should explain (in simple language) to the builder why he should do these energy efficiency 

investments. 

- If given mandate by the builder, it is his task to intervene when something goes wrong. He has the authority to 

stop the building process if things aren't done the way they should from an energetic point of view. 

- ... 

As far as we are concerned, we are convinced that adapting the definition of our JB should be done in function 

of our progress during meetings, in function of questionnaires that could be done in relation to WP2 and WP5. 

By doing so, our view of the tasks we assign to JB will evolve and so will our teaching modules.  
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Who?  : ALL 
Step 1 : Check the definition as given above and add/alter what you think is 
missing/wrong 
Step 2 : In all your contacts with the working field, do inform about how they see the 
job description of JB and add what isn't already there in the current definition. 

TO DO 1 

  

 

Step 1 : Due by April 15
th

 
 
Step 2 : WIP (Work In Progress) : keep sending in, in relation to evolution 
@ Jannie : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP2? 
@ Antonio : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP6? 

Timing 

 

Levels of JB and depth of the training material to be provided 

 

When discussing the project, one of the main issues, both in Paris as in Berlin, has been the level of JB. 

Since all partners involved in this project are training centres aiming at students with different EQF-Levels, we 

need to have a common base to work with, while keeping focus on the possibility for each partner to adapt the 

teaching material to their desired result. 

When looking at the definition of JB, we can only conclude that JB has to be a higher educated guy/girl with a 

horizontal level of expertise on a lot of subjects, concerning building and energy efficiency. How JB gained his 

knowledge is a different matter. This can be by following courses at university or by starting at a EQF3/4 level 

and adding knowledge by following extra courses. 

At the same time we should be able to provide education in such a way that there are no prerequisites on 

technical knowledge. Someone who has had general secondary education should be just as apt to become JB as 

someone who has had technical secondary education. Only difference being that the first will have to follow 

basic technical/scientific training, while the second will be able to get relief from certain subject provided he/she 

can prove to have succeeded in these subjects in previous education form. (i.e. those competences are already 

checked) 

In order to incorporate this and to achieve this goal, we have suggested different levels of JB, while keeping in 

mind that we focus on JB and the definition of his work: 

LEVELS 
  Title Experience Definition 

JBA Jubilee Assistant none 
none 

JBA has had a basic technical education in one or more discipline. 
Next to this JBA is capable to assist the JB in the supervision of the 
project on a technical level . JBA has no experience in this area. 

JJB Junior Jubilee work experience 
none 

JJB has had a basic technical education in one or more discipline. 
Next to this JJB is capable to assist JB in the supervision of the 
project technically and method of technical implementation. 
JBA can evolve to JJB by means of experience or training. 
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JB  Jubilee work experience 
none 

JB  is able to assist the different steps of an energetic renovation 
both technically and in terms of technical implementation. Next to 
this JB has the necessary skills for communication and negotiation 
to be able to assist the builder and the building team during the 
project. 
JB has sufficient understanding of the process to evaluate the 
information provided critically and to involve experts to perform 
additional calculations or to work out problems where needed. 

SJB Senior Jubilee work experience 
none 

SJB  is able to assist the different steps of an energetic renovation 
both technically and in terms of technical implementation. Next to 
this JB has the necessary skills for communication and negotiation 
to be able to assist the builder and the building team during the 
project. 
JB has sufficient understanding of the process to evaluate the 
information provided critically and to involve experts to perform 
additional calculations or to work out problems where needed or he 
can perform certain calculations or tests himself 

EJB Expert Jubilee work experience 
work experience 

EJB  is able to assist the different steps of an energetic renovation 
both technically and in terms of technical implementation. Next to 
this JB has the necessary skills for communication and negotiation 
to be able to assist the builder and the building team during the 
project. 
JB has sufficient understanding of the process and experience in 
similar projects to evaluate the information provided critically and 
to negotiate with the other partners and external experts. He can 
perform additional tests and calculations or work out problems 
where needed  

 

For instance if we are working with normal residential buildings, we need JB who could be assisted by JBA. On 

the other hand, if we are looking at a hospital that will be built, then preferable we should work with SJB of even 

better EJB. 

To be able to have different levels, we need to make choices on what subjects should be taught and in what 

depth those subjects should be taught to achieve the correct knowledge for the correct level of JB. Off course we 

want to do this in as little steps as possible since our workload in this project is already substantial. 

The depth can be achieved by working with 3 degrees of difficulty: 

Depth 
 Definition 

1 Basic 

2 Intermediate 

3 Expert 

  

To translate this to teaching material, we should keep in mind that we provide training for JB, but that JBA 

doesn't has to learn everything. This can be done by working with basis chapters, intermediate chapters and 

expert chapters, indicated with an colour code or any other kind of codification, provided it is commonly used 

throughout the different modules.  

FOCUS OF THE PROJECT 
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Competence overview for JB 

Based upon the work that was done in Berlin, thanks to CNAM, we tried to elaborate the tasks and competences 

grid into an overview that makes it easier to use in a conversation with the working field. 

In the following pages you can find these competences, based upon the definition we had in mind before 

Valencia. So you might find some missing competences. 

Table 1 General competences JB should have. 

Table 2 Different topics that should be incorporated in the curriculum. They are related to the different tasks 
JB should perform 

Table 3 Job specific competences JB should have to participate in the preparation of the project 

Table 4 Job specific competences JB should have to participate execution of the project 

Table 5 Job specific competences JB should have to maintain and manage the finished building 

 

In table 2, the modules that are already dealt with in WP4 are indicated with the module number in red. 

General purpose of the last five columns in each table is to see what competences 

and what topics should be achieved by each level of JB. Therefore I would like to 

ask all of you to look into this 'grids' and fill them in as you see fit. 

Based on your vision I will look for the common denominator that can be used for 

building the curriculum for the different levels of JB. 

For example AJB should only be competent for building physics in depth 1 (basic). 

On the other hand he should not be able to lead a meeting so his competence 

there doesn't have to be checked and it is not required for him to follow a module 

handling related topics. 

JB should be able to lead a meeting at an intermediate level, so for him the grid 

should say '2' 

 

As said, these tables are a proposition, they are not a finished project. Therefore I would like to ask you all to 

read them carefully and ad remarks or additional competences or topics where you feel necessary. 

This can also be a part of the test and questionnaires that will be used in WP2 and WP6. By doing so, we remain 

reasonably sure that our JB will meet the standards of the work field. 

While making/changing your teaching progression file, please see if there are topics that are already in the 

disciplines mentioned in table 2.(e.g. 'building physics' in 'heat pumps') 

Also keep in mind that prerequisites made in your file should be found in other disciplines, so that even people 

without any prior technical knowledge can use our system to become JB. 

Since our project involves 'Competence Based Learning' (CBL), I would like to ask our two partners, already using 

this system (TEC & Radius), to make an exemplary file that clearly indicates the CBL-way to develop a module. In 

this way those of us, not familiar with the system (including me), can learn and develop in an appropriate way. 
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Table 1 

GC General competences  

  
Competences Detailed competences Level/Depth 

JBA JJB JB EJB SJB 
1 Thinking and reasoning skills JB can keep the overview           

JB can distinguish main features as well as details             

Establish links between data from different domains           

JB has analytical insight           

JB possess arithmetic ability           

2 Acquire and process information JB is capable of systematically dealing with detailed 
(technical) information 

          

JB is able to search and retrieve information in a structured 
way 

          

JB is capable of processing information in a report in a 
structured way 

          

JB is able to keep abreast of and apply new trends and 
regulations 

          

3 Critical reflection JB is able to correctly estimate situations and individuals           

JB is able to consider problems and conflicts from various 
angles 

          

4 Leadership JB is able to lead a group of different actors           

JB is able to motivate and direct different actors           

JB is able to delegate duties and responsibilities to different 
actors 

          

JB is able to convince different actors of the value of the 
chosen methodology 

          

JB is able to prepare, monitor and implement procedures to 
ensure the smooth progress of processes, tasks or activities of 
actors and of him-/herself 

          

JB is able to enter into risks to gain a certain advantage           

JB is able to manage conflicts           

  

this will need to be 

elaborated in order to 

provide the different 

levels and depth. 
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5 Communication JB is capable of presenting vision and decisions to both 
specialists and laymen 

          

JB is able to organise efficient and results-oriented meetings 
with various actors 

          

JB is able to give targeted feedback           

6 Organisation JB is able to plan and monitor relevant (sub) activities (of self 
and staff) 

          

JB is able to follow up of the budget           

JB is able to follow up the timing           

 

Table 2 

JOC Job oriented competences  

a JB is skilled           

  
Competences Disciplines Level/Depth 

JBA JJB JB EJB SJB 
1 JB has the necessary scientific basis and is able to apply 

it. 
building physics 1       3 

applied thermodynamics         3 

applied hydraulics         3 

materials science 1       3 

basic electricity and plumbing 1       3 

measurement en control techniques 1       3 

green energy & durability 1       3 

2 JB is familiar with the regulatory context of energy-
efficient buildings and is able to assess the impact and 
operational implications 

EPBD-regulations (M1-9-15) 1       3 

building legislation and building administration         3 

safety and hygiene legislation         3 

3 JB is familiar with the principles necessary to analyse 
existing buildings and installations 

Building pathology         3 

building surveying 1       3 

analysis techniques 1       3 

diagnostics         3 

  

this will need to be 

elaborated in order to 

provide the different 

levels and depth. 
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4 JB possesses the necessary basic skills to participate in 
the design, the layout of the specifications and the 
project planning 

reading of plans 1       3 

CAD (ICT) 1       3 

costing & calculation techniques (ICT) 1       3 

specifications and quantity surveying         3 

planning techniques (ICT)         3 

5 JB is familiar with the principles of performance-
oriented design and implementation, and can apply 
this: construction of buildings 

renovation techniques 1       3 

Architecture of buildings (M 13)           

constructions 1       3 

thermal insulation (M2-10)           

Wind Proofing (M14) 1       3 

building tightness (M11) 1       3 

6 JB is familiar with the principles of performance-
oriented design and implementation, and can apply 
this: equipment and building completion 

Micro CHP (M3) 1       3 

Solarthermal systems (M4)           

ventilation (M5)           

Energy Storage (M6) 1       3 

Heating (M19) 1       3 

Cooling (M20) 1       3 

Plumbing & Domestic hot water (M21) 1       3 

lighting (M12) 1       3 

7 JB has the necessary knowledge and skills to control 
the energy efficient management and maintenance of 
completed buildings while in use 

building & energy management systems (M16-18)         3 

maintenance and planning 1       3 

measurement en control systems 1       3 

dynamic building simulation (M17)         3 

8 JB has the necessary skills to be able to communicate 
with the building partners and direct the team, as wel 
as inform in simple language the builder 

communication         3 

assertiveness         3 

management         3 

languages         3 

 

this will need to be 

elaborated in order to 

provide the different 

levels and depth. 
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Table 3 

JSC Job specific competences  

b JB is capable of preparing the realisation of the building project 

  
Competences Detailed competences Level/Depth 

JBA JJB JB EJB SJB 
1 General JB is familiar with the terminology and means of 

communication in the field of construction, energy and 
technical installations 

          

JB has the expertise in the different legislations concerning 
energy and building 

          

JB is competent on the level of building legislations and -
administrations 

          

JB is familiar with the different legislations concerning safety 
and hygiene 

          

JB is able to integrate different fields of expertise. 
(construction, installation,…) 

          

2 JB is able to analyse an existing or new building in function of 
the construction file using the latest techniques  

JB is able to analyse existing constructions and installations           

JB is able to retrieve and consult the necessary expertise           

JB is capable of interpreting and estimate technical studies           

3 JB is able to participate in the establishment of the building 
specifications (CCTP)  

JB able to read and interpret plans           

JB is able to translate technical studies into building 
specifications 

          

JB is able to calculate and verify quantities           

JB is able to interpret heat loss calculations and energy needs 
and translate them into technical requirements 

          

JB is able to collect and interpret the necessary information 
and documentation and translate them into variant solutions 
for the construction file 
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4 Starting from the construction file and the building 
specifications, JB is able to participate in the allotment 

JB is able to interpret and control building specifications           

JB is able to analyse variant solutions and control if they are 
consistent with the needs of the project 

          

JB is able to estimate the financial impact of the chosen 
solution on both short and long term 

          

JB is able to estimate the impact of certain propositions on 
other components of the building project and foresee 
possible implications 

          

JB is able to check the energy-level calculations, based on the 
choice of materials, techniques and installations 

          

5 JB is able to assist in the preparation of the wharf on a 
technical level: study, interpretation en methods of execution 
and planning 

JB can translate the construction file into the execution of the 
wharf, keeping in mind the implications of certain execution 
methods on the energy efficiency 

          

JB is able to make his own planning for the project           

JB is able to participate in the development and 
implementation of quality, hygiene and safety plans 

          

JB is able to analyse the project planning and build in key 
moments for quality checkpoints 
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Table 4 

JSC Job specific competences  

c JB is capable of supervising the execution, commissioning and reception of the project 

  
Competences Detailed competences Level/Depth 

JBA JJB JB EJB SJB 
1 General JB is familiar with the code of good conduct: technical and 

method of implementation  
          

JB is able to manage the continuous flow of information           

JB is capable of communicating and keeping the involved 
partners up to date 

          

2 JB is able to assist and supervise the preparation on site on a 
technical and logistical level.  

JB is capable of making the right choices (techniques, 
methods,…) 

          

JB is able to elaborate details and drawings           

JB is capable of communicating implementation details and -
drawings 

          

JB is able to maintain overview of the project when changes 
are proposed 

          

3 JB is able to assist and supervise the daily management of the 
building site 

JB is able to react correctly on different situations and 
problems during the realisation 

          

JB is able to implement the necessary checkpoint           

JB is able to support and monitor the quality of work and to 
make the necessary adjustments 

          

JB is able to participate in site meetings in a constructive way           

JB is capable of leading a team           

JB is able to organise and lead a meeting           

JB is able to execute, monitor and, if necessary alter the 
planning 

          

JB is able to monitor and adjust the budget in accordance to 
the predetermined budget 

          

JB is able to register, process and communicate the project 
data 
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4 JB is able to assist in the completion of the building project JB is able to prepare and attend the completion of the project 
and organise the necessary follow-up 

          

JB is able to compile and produce the documentation of 
completion of work 

          

JB is able to organise the collection of all necessary 
documentation, manuals and specifications of the building 
components 

          

JB is able to participate in the dissemination of necessary 
results 

          

JB is able to check the energy-level calculations, based on the 
installed of materials, techniques and installations 

          

JB is able to assist his client with the governmental bonuses.           
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Table 5 

JSC Job specific competences  

d JB is able to control the energy efficient management and maintenance of completed buildings 

  
Competences Detailed competences Level/Depth 

JBA JJB JB EJB SJB 
1 General JB is familiar with the required skills and levels of clearance 

needed to work on installations 
          

JB is capable of communicating and keeping the involved 
partners up to date 

          

JB is able to make a building passport and keep it up to date           

2 JB is able to assist and supervise the monitoring of the building 
and its installations 

JB is capable of making the right choices (techniques, 
methods,…) 

          

JB is able to participate in the supervision of the expertise of all 
or part of the building and installations 

          

JB is capable of communicating implementation details and -
drawings 

          

JB is able to maintain overview of the project when changes 
are proposed 

          

3 JB is able to assist and supervise the maintenance of a completed 
building 

JB is able to make a planning for the maintenance of the 
installations 

          

JB is able to implement the necessary checkpoint           

JB is able to support and monitor the quality of work and to 
make the necessary adjustments 

          

JB is able to participate in meetings in a constructive way           

JB is capable of leading a team           

JB is able to monitor and adjust the budget for maintenance           

4 JB is able to assist and supervise the follow-up of energy 
efficiency during the life-cycle of the building 

JB is able to register, process and communicate the monitoring 
data 

          

JB is able to participate in the analysis of the status indicators 
and their derivatives 

          

JB is able to propose changes to an installation           
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Who?  : ALL 
Step 1 : Check what disciplines in tables 1-5 are necessary to complete for the 
different levels of JB. 
Step 2 : In what depth (1/2/3) should those disciplines go. 
Summary : complete the last 5 columns of the tables. 

TO DO 2 

 

Due date :  April 30
th

 
 
@ Jannie : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP2? 
@ Antonio : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP6? 

Timing 

 

 

Who?  : ALL 
What? : Check if the tables are complete and if not, add the missing competences or 
disciplines. 
 

TO DO 3 

 

Due date :  April 30
th

 
 
@ Jannie : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP2? 
@ Antonio : could you integrate this in your elaboration of WP6? 

Timing 

 

 

Who?  : ALL 
What? : Check if your teaching progression file is in line with the competences and 
disciplines described in the tables. Update if necessary. 
 

TO DO 4 

 

Due date :  April 30
th

 
 
 

Timing 

 

 

Who?  : TEC & RADIUS 
What? : Based on your experience in CBL, please work out an example of how you do 
it normally. 
 

TO DO 5 

 

Due date :  April 30
th

 
 
 

Timing 
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WP3 : Creation of a professional framework 

The  EDUcational Tree for Energy Efficiency is a tool, built for the purpose of creating a framework with a fractal 

tree structure, based on and fed by the content of the EPBD regulation. This in function of training providers. 

 

The figure above was the first made after the initial meeting in Brussels.  

The main purpose remains :  

The framework is based upon the EPBD regulation and the way this regulation has an influence on the 

interplay of all the different aspects that make up a building. 

It is in this spirit the Jubilee Guy has been born: he is the person that has to keep an overview, a holistic 

view of the whole building process and even more the whole lifecycle of a building. His job has been 

described in the first parts of this text. 

The next level is the division of the building in its major components : building materials, building 

systems, different types of installations needed for the wellbeing of humans in a building,... 

The lower/further we go in the tree, the more detailed we zoom in to the different subjects and thus, 

the more specialist we become. 

As a first step, we can use the framework to organise all the training material for JB. In order to do so, we need 

to figure out what building blocks should be used. Also, some of the building blocks will partly coincide. For 

example : heat pumps can be used for cooling as well as for heating. Another example is thermal insulation : it 

is a building material, but it can also be put under building systems. 

The easiest solution is to repeat the subjects in both building blocks and fill in part of the content differently. 

While preparing my teaching progression file for 'thermal insulation' and 'building insulation' I had trouble 

making a distinction between those two. I imagine that this will be the case with air tightness and wind proofing 

as well. 

When preparing our teaching material, we should keep in mind that we should be able to fit it in the 

framework. This means not only that we have to maintain a common layout, but also assign chapters in our 

training material in such a way that the chapters can become branches of the tree. 
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My question to Tradium would be to look into the EPBD regulation of the different countries and figure out in 

what way the regulation is focussing on the different building blocks. For example : we have the E-level for the 

whole of the building, but we also have regulation on the amount of energy used for heating, the amount of 

renewable energy, the minimum insulation level of the whole of the building but also the minimum insulation 

level for all parts of the building envelope. 

Could this give us a scope on how to address the different building blocks. 

 

Who?  : Tradium 
What? : Find the common denominator of different sub regulations regarding the 
different parts in a building. 
 

TO DO 6 

 

Due date :  May 5
th

 
 
 

Timing 

 

 

Who?  : All 
What? : Based on all our discussions and your knowledge of the regulation and the 
way a building is constituted, what building blocks should be used in the Edutree 
Model on the level just below Jubilee (cfr. fig above) 
How can we insert our modules into that level. 
 TO DO 7 

 

Due date :  May 5
th

 
 
 

Timing 

 

 

Many thanks to all. 


